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The detailed investigation of ele troni and magneti properties of polymeri oordination materials with a urate ab initio quantum me hani al methods is often omputationally extremely
demanding be ause of the large number of atoms in the unit ell. Moreover, usually the available
stru tural data are insu ient or poorly determined espe ially when the stru ture ontains hydrogen atoms. In order to be able to perform ontrolled ab initio al ulations on reliable stru tures,
we use a two step approa h to systemati ally prepare model stru tures for polymeri oordination
ompound systems and to relax them to their equilibrium onguration. First, a stru ture is onstru ted on the basis of a rystallographi database and optimized by for e eld methods; in the
se ond step, the stru ture is relaxed by ab initio quantum me hani al mole ular dynami s. With
this stru ture we perform a urate ele troni stru ture al ulations. We will apply this pro edure
to a Fe(II) triazole ompound and to a oordination polymer of Cu(II) ions with 2,5-bis(pyrazol-1yl)-1,4-dihydroxybenzene.
PACS numbers: 61.66.Hq,71.20.Rv,75.30.Et,75.50.Xx
Keywords: Coordination polymer, density fun tional theory, stru ture optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

are poorly determined implying unstable quantum mehani al

Polymeri

omplexes form a

tra t interest from

hemists and physi ists.

sibility to apply organi
families of

lass of materials that atThe pos-

synthesis methods to produ e

ompounds with similar stru tures but sub-

tly diering physi al behavior oers an opportunity to
design materials with planned properties.
Materials showing temperature or pressure indu ed
high-spin - low-spin transitions are

urrently being dis-

ussed for appli ations in data storage or spintroni s.
Su h magneti

transitions

an be opti ally triggered,

raising hopes for te hnologi al appli ations.

The

o-

operativity of su h light-indu ed phase transitions also
raises questions
pro esses

1,2,3,4

oordination
magneti

.

on erning the underlying mi ros opi
Another important

ompounds are, in general, low-dimensional

materials where the

the metal ions

lass of polymeri

oupling strengths between

an be tuned by

hemi ally modifying the

ligands and the transition metal ion
of, for instan e, dimensional

oordination. Ee ts

rossover

an be studied in

this way.
Most of these

number of atoms in the unit
metry (in 80% of the

ontain a large

ell and a very low sym-

ases tri lini

or mono lini ) mak-

ing the rst prin iples study of the ele troni
neti

and mag-

properties of these systems under dierent

ondi-

to over ome these short omings, we use in this
a

rys-

In order
ommu-

urate ab initio density fun tional theory (DFT)

ulations on reliable model stru tures for
polymers.

al-

oordination

It should be noted, that the expression  ab

initio predi tion of

rystal stru tures is also used in the

sense of  a priori predi tion, i.e. predi tions without referen e to dira tion data. Possible
organi

rystal stru tures of

ompounds with 2060 atoms

an be predi ted
5

within some days or weeks using for e eld methods .
This works also for organometalli

ompounds, e.g. pen6

tamethylferro ene Fe(C5 H5 )[(C5 CH3 )5 ℄ . Quantum mehani al methods are mu h more time- onsuming; hen e
their use is limited to lo al optimizations starting from a
given stru tural model. Thus, quantum me hani al and
for e eld methods

an be

ombined by making rst a

global optimization using for e eld methods, followed
by a lo al optimization with quantum me hani al methThis was done for many inorgani

systems, e.g.

7

ompounds,
NaCl or MgF2 , and a few simple organi
8
e.g. gly ole C2 H4 (OH)2 and gly erol C3 H5 (OH)3 . In
most other

ases of

rystal stru ture predi tions, quan-

tum me hani al al ulations were only used for se ondary
al ulations, e.g. to

al ulate mole ular geometries and

omputa-

ele trostati

tionally very demanding. Moreover, sin e an a

urate de-

termole ular potential

etry is very di ult, usually the available stru ture data

rystal stru -

ni ation a two-step approa h whi h allows to perform

tions (pressure, temperature, light irradiation)

termination of hydrogen positions with X-ray dira tom-

ases, the

tals suitable for an X-ray stru ture analysis.

ods.
ompounds generally

al ulations. For some

tures are not even known, due to absen e of single

harges, or to derive intramole ular or in9

optimizations .

urves for subsequent for e eld

2

If experimental data are known, e.g.

from

rystal

data of analogous stru tures, this knowledge should of
ourse be used as far as possible in order to generate
reliable model stru tures and to
properties.

Here,

al ulate solid state

we apply ab initio DFT methods

to understand the relationships between the stru tures
and the ele troni
spin

and magneti

We will

this large

lass of

pound

10,11

and ii) a

oordination of Cu from square to o -

The stru ture of Cu(II) with 2,5-bis(pyrazol-

1-yl)-1,4-dihydroxybenzene has been obtained by X-ray
12

powder dira tion

and we will apply our two-step ap-

proa h for the modied stru tures based on these data.

properties of both i)

i) a Fe(II)triazole

whi h is thought to have a polymer stru ture
12

, (we shall de-

note it as [Cu(bpydhb)℄n , alternative names given in the
13
).

literature are CuCCP

For the Fe(II)triazole system

10,11

urate determination of the
annot be

, there is no dire t

rystal stru ture of the

rystallized su iently well.

hain-like stru ture for su h

METHODS

om-

oordination polymer of Cu(II) ions with 2,5-

omplex as it

II.

onsider two representatives from
ompounds:

bis(pyrazol-1-yl)-1,4-dihydroxybenzene

A

hange the

tahedral.

rossover materials and ii) low-dimensional spin

systems.

a

on the dihydroxybenzene or introdu tion of water ligands
whi h

ompounds of formula

[Fe(Rtrz)3 ℄A2 .S where A denotes the anion was predi ted
14
from EXAFS spe tros opy . For analogous Cu(II) om-

We derive and investigate model polymeri
tion

ompound stru tures in two steps.

ate a rough stru ture on the basis of
databases

21

.

If no

onstru t a hypotheti al

re-

rystallographi

rystal stru tures of similar

pounds are known - like in the
we

oordina-

First, we

om-

ase of Fe triazoles -

rystal stru ture having the

highest possible symmetry, a small number of atoms per
unit

ell and a sensible arrangement of the individual

fragments.

The

rystal stru ture is optimized by for e

eld methods in luding the optimization of the unit

ell

onrmed by single

rys-

parameters, but maintaining the rystallographi sym2
22
metry. We used the Cerius program pa kage
with a

tal X-ray analysis (see e.g. Refs. 15,16). Polymeri

iron

modied Dreiding

pounds this
triazole
single

hain stru ture was

ompounds always show a poor

rystals

annot be grown. Hen e the X-ray stru -

ture analyses are limited to mole ular
trimers

rystallinity, and

ontaining three Fe(II) ions

ompounds, e.g.

onne ted by 6 tri17

iron triazole

24

eed to improve the stru ture by relaxing it again, but
now with an ab initio quantum me hani al mole ular dynami s method

25

. Note that we employ an all ele tron

possible equilibrium stru ture even for demanding transi-

18

ompounds show interesting high-spinlow-

tion metal

omplexes. Finally, we analyze the properties

of the relaxed model stru ture with an all ele tron ab

initio DFT method of the highest pre ision26 .
Our Car Parrinello (CP) ab initio mole ular dynam25

spin transitions in the solid state (see e.g. Ref. 19), and

i s (AIMD)

quantum me hani al

tor augmented wave (PAW) basis set

al ulations

stand the me hanism of this spin
ulations of ele troni

ould help to underal-

ele tron

properties require

imation.

rossover. Sin e all

and magneti

al ulations

are performed with a proje 27

.

This is an all

al ulation based on the frozen

ore approx-

The ex hange- orrelation potential is evalu-

rystal stru ture,

ated in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

onstru ted the stru tures of a hypotheti al polymer

as parametrized in Ref. 28. After a rst analysis of the

a reliable and reasonable model of the

rystal. All available information of mole ular iron triazole systems, and of analogous Cu(II) polymers was inluded. In order to make the ab initio DFT
feasible we

al ulations

onstru ted at rst some models

ontaining

small triazoles (e.g. methyl-triazole) and simple anions
(e.g.

al-

omplexes have been studied by pow-

of [Fe(Htrz)3 ℄(ClO4 )2 1:85 H2 O , no stru tural data
have been published so far. On the other hand, these

we

harges were

. Afterwards we pro-

method already at this step in order to obtain the best

.

der dira tion; but apart from a preliminary indexing

polymeri

for e eld; atomi

Poly-

azole ligands and 6 terminal water mole ules
meri

23

ulated by the Gasteiger method

F

).

Our rationale is that the model

still has the same

ompound

oordination and immediate environ-

ment of the Fe(II) ion as the real material whi h should

ele troni

properties for the

lassi ally prepared model

in order to determine the stru tural stability, we employ
an AIMD with fri tion to rene the stru ture. We impose

onstraints on the atomi

oordinates in order to

preserve the spa e group symmetry of the

ompound.

For the nal analysis step we employ the full potential linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW, APW+lo)
method as implemented in the WIEN2k

ode

26

.

thus allow us to study the me hanisms of the high-spin
- low-spin transition. Stru tures with more
ions will be

omplex an-

III.

onsidered later.

The se ond system that we study, the

oordination

A.

polymer of Cu(II) ions with 2,5-bis(pyrazol-1-yl)-1,4dihydroxybenzene,

[Cu(bpydhb)℄n ,
12

synthesized by Wagner et al.

has been re ently
2+
ions in this

The Cu

ompound form spin-1/2 antiferromagneti

Heisenberg

hains running along the z-axis. We will analyze the inuen e on the ele troni

properties of slight stru tural

modi ations, like substitutions of small organi

groups

The Fe(II) spin

RESULTS

Fe(II)-Triazole

rossover mole ular systems have been

intensively studied in the past

19

and various theories have

been developed about the me hanism of the high-spin low-spin transition. A few years ago, Kahn et al.
posed that the

10

pro-

ooperativity of this transition may be en-

3

han ed by repla ing mole ular rystals by polymers, sin e
in the latter the metalli

sites are bridged by

hemi al

linkers through whi h one may get e ient intersite

ou-

pling. A rst prin iples DFT study of su h systems would

H

bring some light into the properties of these materials.

F

N

Unfortunately, to date it has not been possible to get
an a

C

urate X-ray stru ture determination of Fe(II) spin

rossover polymer systems, as dis ussed above, whi h is
an indispensable input for ab initio DFT

al ulations and

therefore, to our knowledge, no reliable ab initio studies

Fe

were performed. With the two-step method, we have obtained  based on known data for mole ular Fe(II) spin
rossover systems  optimized model polymer stru tures
whi h

an be used as input for ab initio DFT

tions.

In Fig. 1 we present the stru ture of the poly-

mer Fe(II)

al ula-

eties as bridging ligands between the Fe(II)
anions we

hose simple F

ations. As

ions in order not to

spin

omposition.

As an initial stru ture with low

hara ter, the distan es between the Fe(II)

enters

and the neighboring N atoms of the triazole rings were
hosen to be dFe-N = 1:97 Å, lose to the Fe-N distan e of
dFe-N = 2:0 Å that is known to be typi al for the low spin
variants of Fe triazole

20

omplexes

with high spin hara ter we hose

while for the stru ture

dFe-N = 2:2 Å . In Fig. 2

we present the spin-polarized density of states (DOS) ob26

tained

for this system after stru tural optimization for

the low spin (Fig. 2 (a)) and the high spin (Fig. 2 (b))
states. Shown is the total Fe

d DOS

for majority (upper

panel) and minority (lower panel) spin states. Sin e Fe
is in an o tahedral environment of N, the 3
into lower

t2g (dxy ;dxz ;dyz ) and

t2g

d states split
eg (dx 2 y 2 ;dz2 )
6
Fe(II) 3d o upy

higher

states. In Fig. 2 (a) the 6 ele trons of
fully the

states (see DOS manifold between -2 and

-0.2 eV) for both spins thus
S=0 state. The

eg

orresponding to a low spin

states are

ompletely empty and lie

above the Fermi level. In Fig. 2 (b), the majority (spin
up)

t2g

and

eg

states are o

upied (upper panel DOS in

the range between -3.8eV and -0.6eV) while the minority
(spin down, lower panel)
o

t2g

states are about one-third

upied and two-thirds empty. The minority

are

eg states
ompletely empty (states in the range of energies be-

tween 1eV and 3eV, lower panel). These results indi ate
that the system is in a high spin S=2 state. A detailed
investigation of the magneti

z

ompli-

ate the DFT al ulations. The stru ture has P 21 =m
symmetry; a higher symmetry was not possible with this
hemi al

x

ompound with 4-methyl-1,2,4-triazole moi-

properties of this polymer
29

system for both spin states will be presented elsewhere

.

y

Figure 1: Two unit ells of the triazole model polymer. The
usually ompli ated anions have been repla ed by single atom
F anions.
hain with an ex hange oupling
estimated from magneti

13

.

The modular nature of this polymer makes it an adequate
andidate to study
 ations whi h may

hemi ally feasible stru tural modihange the ele troni

and magneti

properties. Of spe ial interest is the ee t of dimensionality, i.e.

tuning the

rossover from one dimension to

higher dimensions with the in lusion of adequately modied ligands.

Sin e in this

ommuni ation we want to

stress the pro edure we follow to design these stru tures
and how we

al ulate the ele troni

properties, we will

on entrate here on one substitution, namely two hydrogen atoms in the hydroquinone ring by two amino groups
and show the e ien y of the two-step pro ess. A se ond issue in this

ontext that requires some attention is

the study of the ee t of two additional ligands at the
Cu(II) ion, sin e su h an o tahedral

oordination of

op-

per is also frequently observed. We will here present the
relaxation pro ess on [Cu(bpydhb)℄n with two additional
water mole ules in the environment of
In

Fig.

3

we

present

the

opper.

relaxed

stru ture

of

[Cu(bpydhb)℄n where two hydrogen atoms in the hydroquinone rings have been substituted by two amino
groups. This stru ture was obtained rst by applying the
for e eld method, whi h already has the

B.

J = 21:5 K/kB

onstant

sus eptibility measurements

orre t informa-

tion of the hemi al distan es and angles from data bases.

Cu(II)-Polymer

A quantum me hani al evaluation of the for es on the
atoms (see Table I) for this stru ture, performed with the

The Cu(II)

oordination polymer [Cu(bpydhb)℄n syn12
rystallizes in the tri lini

thesized by Wagner et al.
spa e group

P 1 (No.

2) and

onsists of sta ks of

hains of

deprotonated 2,5-bis(pyrazol-1-yl)-1,4-dihydroxybenzene
2+
ions. This system behaves
mole ules onne ted by Cu
as a homogeneous antiferromagneti

spin-1/2 Heisenberg

26

full potential LAPW method

(FPLAPW) still shows

an unstable stru ture. Our aim is to relax this stru ture
showing for es in the hundreds of mRyd/aB with quanal ulations, AIMD,

tum me hani al mole ular dynami s

until we nd for es smaller than 25 mRyd/aB whi h we
set as upper bound for the for e values. In order to get

4

10

(a)

DOS
Fe d ↑

5

0

−5

Fe d ↓

−10
−6
10

−4

−2

0

2

−4

−2

0

2

energy (eV)

4

(b)

DOS
Fe d ↑

5

0

−5

Fe d ↓

Table I: For es26 between the atoms for the Cu(II)-NH2 polymer stru ture designed with the for e eld method. Note that
the for es were determined under the onstraint of inversion
symmetry; thus there are no for es a ting on the Cu(II) ion
enter. Units are in mRyd/aB . See Table III for identi ation
of the atom lo ation.
Atom
Fx
Fy
Fz
Cu
0
0
0
O
47:4
62:7
51:3
N1
89:1
32:8
42:6
N2
22:4
27:2
95:8
N3
94:2
66:8
33:5
C1
35:0
22:9
1:8
C2
92:7
29:2 111:1
C3
39:2
41:7 294:8
C4
239:7 104:1
16:5
C5
26:6
12:8 304:2
C6
106:7
88:9
46:0
H1
128:6
28:7 215:0
H2
255:3 106:1
34:2
H3
23:8
25:6 279:0
H4
4:8
10:8
18:3
H5
16:2
64:5
56:3

−10
−6

energy (eV)

4

Figure 2:
Spin polarized Fe d density of states
of the Fe triazole stru ture Fig.
1 in units of
states/ele tronvolt/atom/spin. (a) for the S=0 state of Fe
(b) for the S=2 state of Fe. The upper and lower panels of
the gure show respe tively the density of states for the majority and minority spin states. The Fermi energy is indi ated
by a dotted line.

stru tures with for es smaller than 1 mRyd/aB within the
FPLAPW method, a ne tuning between the various rst
prin iples DFT methods we employ has to be

onsidered.

For our purposes here, a ben hmark of 25 mRyd/aB is
reasonable.
In Table II the for es after the AIMD relaxation are
shown and we observe that the stru ture is relaxed to
our required pre ision. The fra tional

oordinates of this

stru ture are given in Table III where the symmetry and
ell parameters were kept un hanged with respe t to the
12

H

unsubstituted Cu polymer system [Cu(bpydhb)℄n
5:1723 Å, b = 7:9587 Å, c = 8:2298 Å, and angles

C

118:221
Cu

N

,

= 91:520

,

= 100:148

a=
=

.

In a dierent modi ation of the Cu(II) polymer stru -

O

ture, we want to investigate the inuen e of a
the Cu

hange of

oordination from four to six on the ele troni

properties of the Cu(II) polymer. We added two water
mole ules bound to the Cu
b
c
a

lined for the

enter and pro eeded as out-

ase of the NH2 substitution: A rst stru -

ture was obtained from the for e eld method, yielding
high for es when we
ulation.

ontrolled it with an FPLAPW

al-

Further relaxation with AIMD yields for es

around 20 mRyd/aB . The orresponding stru ture is
shown in Fig. 4, and the fra tional oordinates are given
in Table IV.

Figure 3: Four unit ells of [Cu(bpydhb)℄n (see text for the
detailed formula) where two hydrogen atoms in the hydroquinone rings have been substituted by two amino groups.
We nd that the relaxed stru ture shows some tilting of the
amino groups out of the plane dened by the benzene ring.

group
The

P1

The new unit

(No.

ell is tri lini

with spa e

2) as in the original Cu(II) polymer.

ell parameters are

c = 8:0721 Å and the
68:8218 , = 127:1551

a = 5:2341 Å, b = 11:2493 Å,
= 117:6108 ,
=

angles are

. Note the variation of these pa-

rameters with respe t to those of [Cu(bpydhb)℄n

12

, sin e

in the relaxation pro ess of the new stru ture the unit

ell

5

Table II: For es26 between the atoms
NH2 polymer. Units are mRyd/aB .
Atom
Fx
Fy
Cu
0
0
O
12:7 16:9
N1
3:9
0:7
N2
12:5
2:3
N3
21:0
9:4
C1
1:0
9:3
C2
10:3
3:6
C3
7:1
7:0
C4
10:6 12:7
C5
12:0
6:0
C6
12:0
3:4
H1
1:4
0:7
H2
3:1
1:7
H3
0:4
0:3
H4
0:08
5:5
H5
1:1
0:9

for the

relaxed

Cu(II)-

Fz
0
21:7
17:2
8:4
5:5
19:4
2:1
14:6
3:1
19:5
0:7
3:5
1:4
4:1
0:4
0:5

Table III: Fra tional atomi positions of nonequivalent atoms
in Cu(II)-NH2 obtained after relaxation. The orresponding
unit ell parameters are given in the text.
Atom
x
y
z
Cu
0:5
0:5
0:5
O 0:45952338 0:34384463 0:62047714
N1 0:87129861 0:67649196 0:85703667
N2 0:81592808 0:67403219 0:69273582
N3 0:89342131 0:81953377 0:25313235
C1 0:48379900 0:42607948 0:80332348
C2 0:68236558 0:58873536 0:92870320
C3 0:03998649 0:76736537 0:66677421
C4 0:23751744 0:83563448 0:81694695
C5 0:12514376 0:77281287 0:93447831
C6 0:70113966 0:66249861 0:12137891
H1 0:20669437 0:78002257 0:06146726
H2 0:43843580 0:91660682 0:83522646
H3 0:04936408 0:77481595 0:53807198
H4 0:82019516 0:86915420 0:37967013
H5 0:94873662 0:93065156 0:22239484

Table IV: Fra tional atomi positions of nonequivalent atoms
in Cu(II)-H2 O obtained after relaxation. The orresponding
unit ell parameters are given in the text.
Atom
x
y
z
Cu
0:5
0:5
0:5
O1 0:54548630 0:39146013 0:61449576
O2 0:11104809 0:50997119 0:71612732
C1 0:50846703 0:44754970 0:80067207
C2 0:68032852 0:61183880 0:90724635
C3 0:05894527 0:84496851 0:61704992
C4 0:26950758 0:95163087 0:75697623
C5 0:15279255 0:87395244 0:88376263
C6 0:32801067 0:33993413 0:89980571
N1 0:88662263 0:72926141 0:81944391
N2 0:82847386 0:71119262 0:65595860
H1 0:23644016 0:90962503 0:01364916
H2 0:47761970 0:07047826 0:76570604
H3 0:05611367 0:85699006 0:49132676
H4 0:20991897 0:21421176 0:81558567
H5 0:02924495 0:44665601 0:79637256
H6 0:92725690 0:45505960 0:64249638

H
O

N

C

Cu

b
c
a

Figure 4: One unit ell of the [Cu(bpydhb)℄n polymer with
water mole ules bonding to the Cu(II) ion. The unit ell
has been relaxed by the for e eld method but kept xed in
the AIMD relaxation. It diers onsiderably from the original
[Cu(bpydhb)℄n polymer unit ell. The equilibrium positions of
the water mole ule lead to a nearly o tahedrally oordinated
Cu(II) ion.

of states for both modi ations is presented. While for
was allowed to relax properly in order to a

ommodate

the water mole ules.
We investigate now the ele troni

properties of the two

model Cu(II) polymers with a pre ise FPLAPW
tion. A detailed a

both

ases Cu is in an oxidation

2+

with the

bital half lled, the ee t of the o tahedral

ount of the ele troni

al ula-

and magneti
30

properties of both systems is presented elsewhere

. Here

dx 2 y 2 orrystal eld

shows a splitting into

t2g (dxy ;dxz ;dyz ) for energies beeg (dz2 ;dx 2 y 2 ) states above -1.5 eV (see
while in the planar environment all d states

low -1.5 eV and
Fig. 5 (b))

are split and the states

ontributing to the bonding at

we would like to stress the ee t of a planar Cu environ-

the Fermi surfa e are mainly of

ment (for the Cu-NH2 ase) in omparison of an o tahedral environment (for the Cu-H2 O ase) on the Cu d
density of states. In Figs. 5 (a) and (b) the Cu d density

lo al
lo al

dx 2 y 2 hara ter in the
oordinate frame of Cu whi h is dened with the

z

dire tion pointing from the Cu to the O of the

H2 O mole ule and the

y dire

tion pointing from the Cu

6

DOS
16

dimensional polymer [Cu(bpydhb)℄n

12

with small stru -
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